
Q: How do I properly 
configure my Korean 
LG070 phone to work on 
the SU wireless network? 

I have an LG070 IP phone that came with a wireless base station. What's the right way to 
use it on the SU network? 

Context 

 The LG070 is a Korean IP phone that comes with a wireless base station.

 By using the handset with the base station, you are limited to only connecting in
the vicinity of the base station. ITS can help you connect your handset to the
entire campus wireless network. 

 If you do connect the wireless base station, you create a default wireless network
with the SSID "MyLGNet" which interferes with the SU’s wireless networks. 

 The wireless base station can cause the wireless connection for other residents use
to be slow or inaccessible.

 The wireless base station is separate from the handset's charger.

Answer 

The proper way to use the LG070 phone on the SU network is to turn off and unplug the 
wireless base station it came with and to configure it to use the SU “AirOrangeGuest” 
wireless network. Doing so has two important advantages: 

 You will be able to use your LG070 anywhere on campus covered by the
AirOrangeGuest wireless network, not just near your base station.

 Your router will no longer interfere with the SU residential wireless network,
improving everybody's connectivity.

 The routers by default claim to be secured, however the WEP encryption they employ  
is very easy for a knowledgeable user to break. If someone were to break into your 
router and do something illegal, it would look as if you were the culprit.  



Instructions for registering your phone on 
the SU wireless network.  

1. Obtain the MAC address of your phone 

Since the phone doesn't have a web browser, it cannot be registered the way normal 
computers can. Instead, you must provide the phone's MAC address. The MAC address 
should be printed on a label on the phone right underneath the battery. It will be a 12-
digit long hexadecimal number with colons in it (e.g. 12:d5:56:f6:90:ab). Take a picture 
of this label. Please ensure the MAC address can clearly be read in your picture, and that 
your phone is visible in the picture. Do not simply write down the MAC address, as the 
photograph is required. 

Note: If you can’t take a picture, you can bring the phone to Information Technology and 
Services (ITS) at Machinery Hall. Send an email to 
NDD@LISTSERV.SYR.EDU requesting for an appointment to register your phone. 

2. Register it on the wireless network 

Once you have the picture with the MAC address of the phone, you need to send an email 
to NDD@LISTSERV.SYR.EDU to register it for use on the SU AirOrangeGuest wireless 
network. You can use the following template: 

I have an LG070 phone that I would like to register on the SU AirOrangeGuest 
wireless network. Picture of the phone with MAC address is attached.   

Your Name  
Your campus address 
Phone number (with area code) where we can reach you (not your LG070 
number) 

IT services will get back to you soon letting you know that your request was processed. 

3. Connect to the SU wireless network 

Once you hear back from the ITS that your phone is registered you're ready to connect to 
the AirOrangeGuest network. To do so: 

1.  Press the hang up/ power button until you are at the home screen 
2.  Press 6, then 4. 
3.  Use the arrows to select "AirOrangeGuest" then press the top-right button.  
4.  Press the select button (the one between the arrows) twice.  



 

Note: Do not include any security option or password. If prompted, make sure to choose 
“OPEN” mode connection for wireless. 

Connect anywhere on campus that has wireless network 
coverage 

You should now be able to use your phone anywhere on the SU campus where we have 
wireless coverage. See our wireless locations and hotspots.  

What to do with the base station 

Unplug your base station and keep it stored until you move off-campus. This will ensure 
that it cannot interfere with the wireless connection available to other dorm residents. 




